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A warm and cosy home at
Asset Grandstand

The owner of Grandstand 4E though resides outside India, but he harboured a wish of having a home in his
hometown Kannur. This apartment thus holds a special place for him.
Keeping in mind the sentimental value of the home for the client, Asset Interiors /customisation team has
tried to create a cosy and comfortable space through design, ensuring that whenever the owner visits
Kerala, he can immerse himself in memories while enjoying all the modern day luxuries at the same time.

Entrance Foyer and Living Room

The colour scheme of the home has been kept
neutral. All the walls and soft furnishings are
provided in muted tones of desert sand; that is
very soothing to eyes. The spotlights in the false
ceiling and the wall fittings are also carefully
placed so that they are not overpowering.

Bedroom and TV Unit

The TV unit and the bedroom fixtures have warm colours. Niche and the false ceiling apart from its utility has
also served as an accent feature. Again spotlights are strategically placed to give the home a Zen Vibe.

Kitchen and Puja Room

A fully functional kitchen with matching
cabinets, chimney and a cook top is provided.
The puja room design by Interiors team is
done similar to the traditional Kerala temples.
This space stands out in the home because of
its sacred and meditative aura.

THE CLIENT SPEAKS
It was in my thoughts for quite a few years, to have
an apartment here in Kannur, my hometown. I was
excited and had my own dreams about purchasing a
home. Not just because it was my first time
purchasing an apartment in Kerala, but because
Kannur has always been close to my heart as I had
spent my childhood vacation days there, at my
Grandmother’s home at Kannapuram which is 7 Km
away from Asset Grandstand. Many sentiments are
associated with this purchase. Also, it is a home, a
purchase I made so that I can spend my holidays in
Kannur, though I have a few apartments in Mumbai.
Hence I wanted to make sure the apartment
interiors look cohesive and elegant as well.
After the apartment was handed over, I was in search
of an interior designer who can make this "a home
sweet home”. After searching and shortlisting, I
decided to go with Asset Interiors, getting impressed
with their interior works at similar apartments in
Kannur.
Though I reside outside India, what we experienced
with Mr. Thambi and his team at Asset Interiors was
their ability to guide us through the design process
and educate me about current trends and options
that are available in the market today. The quality of
work and materials that were used, were exceptional.
We had our ideas and dreams ofcourse, but they
quickly understood our preferences and personal
tastes. Fantastic work Team Asset Interiors!
Professional and patient. They were happy to revise
their plans multiple times until we were confident.
Our house is now a space that perfectly reflects our
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unique needs and personalities. Overall, we would say
that we've been fortunate enough to get our
apartment interiors done by the Asset Interiors Team.
Thambi and team were always just a call away for
any assistance. We are sure to get our interiors done
through them itself, if ever we make any future
purchases with Asset Homes.
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